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NexPort Campus 5.0.8 Provides System Check, Faster
Performance for Users
OKLAHOMA CITY – February 7, 2014 – NexPort Solutions Group today released NexPort
Campus version 5.0.8. This release includes a system check option for all users and increased
speed and performance. Version 5.0.8 resolved nine bugs, introduced one enhancement and two
engineering tasks that increased functionality.
General Enhancements
The software engineers developed a system check capability, available to users beginning Feb.
7. This feature, available via the link in the footer, allows users to check their current software
compatibility and ensure they have the latest versions of the software required for the best
performance of NexPort Campus. The list provides users with a simple list, with green
checkmarks indicating the user has the current software installed on the computer and a red X
letting the user know they need to either install or update the software. Any user can conduct a
system check at any time while using NexPort Campus.
Performance Enhancements
Many administrators and system operators use a group tree within organizations. This tree allows
them to jump from group to group seamlessly. However, prior to the 5.0.8 release, some users
were experiencing lag time in the loading of the group tree. The delay in loading group tree is now
much quicker and eliminates almost all delay in loading the tree. Users can now use the group
management tree and sharing tree for course sets and catalogs swiftly and efficiently.
Major Bugs Fixes
NexPort Campus software engineers sought to improve any glitches within the system. This
included making fixes to nine bugs. Engineers resolved a reporting error some users were
experiencing when loading large data with few filters. Users had also experienced subscription

status tool bugs, which are no longer an issue in the 5.0.8 release. NexPort engineers also
remedied an issue with section enrollments, which prevented the enrollment from being updated
after the section was completed and passed if the training had been modified. Users will no
longer experience this issue as of Feb. 7. Users are encouraged to contact customer support if
they experience any of these issues or need to report any other bug within the system. NexPort
Campus prides itself on serving customers and providing those continuing their education and
training with a simple and trouble-free process to do so.
About NexPort Campus
NexPort Campus is a secure, hosted learning and knowledge management system. NexPort
Campus also supports interactive engagement within learning communities through the use of
videos, organization-wide calendar, shared documents, organization-wide webpages and
threaded discussions. Additional system features include data interoperability with external
systems, secure digital libraries with subscriber-only access and an integrated Student
Information System (SIS).
NexPort Campus also allows clients to provide their learners with customized, on-demand
training and education environment. Clients operate within their own branded portals to deliver
their unique content and services independently of each other. Customers may subdivide their
portals to establish and manage subordinate secure portals for their customers, subsidiaries or
divisions. Each portal provides privacy protection and security. Your custom portal can be setup
with Secure Sockets Layer technology (128-bit encryption) and a custom domain.
NexPort Solutions Group enables educators and learners to use NexPort Campus to create,
organize and hold webmeetings using NexPort Solutions Group’s own NexMeeting. NexMeeting
promotes virtual learning, providing users with the ability to share desktops, hold conversations
using headset and telephonic audio, survey meeting participants and share videos, PowerPoint
slides, photos and documents using the whiteboard.
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